Unique hexagonal Oakland has
a sunny disposition
By Associated Designs
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The spacious kitchen is open to at the center.
Dimensions 75'1"x75'8"
Bedrooms are located at oppothe vaulted great room, with only an
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eating bar between. Other amenities site ends of the Oakland. The
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include generous counter and cup- sumptuous owners’ suite features a
huge walk-in closet, oversize spa
board space, a step-in pantry, builtin range and oven, and an additional tub, skylight, shower, private water
closet and twin vanities. The other
Associated Designs is the origioven and microwave combination.
At the juncture of kitchen and two bedrooms share another large nal source for the Oakland 10-037.
great room, an open stairwell spirals bathroom that also has two vanities. For more information or to view
up to a wide vaulted loft that is open Utilities are convenient to the bed- other designs, visit www.Associated
Designs.com or call 800-634-0123.
to the great room at the rear and the rooms as well as the garage.
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